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Abstract

Dynamic alteration of shim settings during a multi-slice imaging experiment can improve static magnetic-field homogeneity over
extended volumes. In this report, a pre-emphasized dynamic shim updating (DSU) system capable of rapidly updating all non-degenerate
zeroth through second-order shims is presented and applied to high-field multi-slice imaging studies on the human brain. DSU is utilized
in both non-oblique and oblique slicing geometries while updating in-plane and through-slice shims. Image-based magnetic-field maps
are used to quantify homogeneity improvements and comparisons are made on a slice-specific basis between static global shimming and
increasing orders of shim inclusion utilized DSU. The influence of oblique slicing geometry on DSU-utilized global homogeneity is also
quantified computationally. Finally, the effect of DSU on susceptibility artifact reduction in single-shot axial-sliced EPI is analyzed using
experimental acquisitions.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Discontinuities in material magnetic susceptibility (vM)
generate induction fields which perturb the static field uti-
lized in magnetic resonance studies [1]. Air-tissue bound-
aries produce the most dominant perturbations inside
biological samples, while bone-tissue and grey-white mat-
ter-CSF boundaries also slightly contribute to local in vivo
inhomogeneity. Within the imaging community, such stat-
ic-field inhomogeneity results in geometric distortion and
through-slice signal reduction. Rapid gradient-echo imag-
ing strategies are particularly vulnerable to these effects
due to extended and unfocused T �2 influenced phase evolu-
tion during k-space sampling. Spectroscopic images are
also impacted significantly by losses in spectral resolution
due to static-field inhomogeneity.

Field compensation through room temperature spheri-
cal harmonic shim coils is the primary mechanism used
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to mitigate these effects. Typical high-field human systems
possess up to second or third-order shims. Though sophis-
ticated methods have been developed to strengthen and
purify these shims [2], global inhomogeneity across the
entire human brain cannot accurately be compensated
through their utilization. Within the human brain, pertur-
bations near the auditory and sinus cavities, as well as
those at the base of the brain (e.g., hippocampus), are the
most problematic. These regions cannot be compensated
using low-order static spherical harmonic shim optimiza-
tion without compromising homogeneity in other regions
of the brain.

Unique approaches to the global shimming problem
include ferroshimming [3], local passive shimming [4], and
local electro-shimming [5]. The problem can also be medi-
ated using spherical harmonic shims when modeling inho-
mogeneity in a local fashion, thus providing low-order
shims with increased selectivity when targeting highly inho-
mogeneous areas. Dynamic shim updating (DSU) [6–8]
allows for such optimal local modeling and updating of
shim values for separate volumes within a multi-volume
acquisition protocol. It provides the means and ability to
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model and remove locally manageable inhomogeneity in a
global fashion.

Previous DSU reports have outlined the hardware
requirements necessary for updating of shim amplifiers
and further demonstrated the primary utility of the princi-
ple. The current work makes the following novel extensions
and investigations in the implementation of DSU.

First, DSU is applied using all zeroth through second-
order shims on a 4 T human system, whereas previous
DSU investigations have been applied on the human brain
at 1.5 [8] and 2.1 T [6] using only first-order shims. Further-
more, all zeroth through second-order shim changes are
pre-emphasized to allow rapid updating of all shims, thus
making DSU compatible with the stringent timing required
for fMRI and DTI studies. The detailed methods and lim-
itations of shim-change pre-emphasis are also discussed.

Second, an analytic shim-degeneracy removal method is
presented to allow for implementation of DSU in arbitrary
oblique geometries. Demonstration of oblique-sliced DSU
is of interest for applications such as targeted functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and general longitudi-
nal imaging studies where identical anatomical structures
must be sampled during subsequent scans. Degeneracy
analysis is accomplished through projection of three-di-
mensional shim functions into two-dimensional imaging
planes and corresponding construction of non-degenerate
shim sets for specified windows of oblique-sliced angula-
tion. DSU is then experimentally demonstrated in single-
oblique slicing geometries utilizing this degeneracy
analysis.

Third, the impact of various parameters on DSU effica-
cy in the human brain is explored in detail for the first time.
Quantified slice-specific improvements are presented when
comparing an optimal static global shim setting to DSU
using first, second, and third-order shims. Global, and first
through second-order DSU is quantified using experimen-
tally measured field maps. The effect of third-order shims
is simulated computationally using the measured field
maps. Quantified global homogeneity is compared for all
slicing geometries in the axial-coronal plane with increasing
shim-inclusions. Homogeneity quantification is computa-
tionally simulated using analytic slice rotations of mea-
sured axial-field maps and oblique shim degeneracy
analysis.

Finally, the capabilities of the DSU system to reduce
image distortion and signal loss in rapid EPI are presented
using experimental acquisitions. Significant homogeneity
improvements are demonstrated, particularly near the
sinuses. Potential further improvements using more
restricted slice optimization regions are also discussed.

2. Theory

When optimizing the homogeneity of thin slices, differ-
ent three-dimensional spherical harmonic shims can have
the same functional form when constrained to a two-di-
mensional plane. This degrades the linear independence
of shim functions and generates a degeneracy condition.
For example, within an infinitely thin slice obliqued at
45� in the z � y plane, the Z and Y shims will have identical
functional forms. Linear optimization strategies will
become ill-conditioned and iterative non-linear optimiza-
tion strategies will struggle to converge when optimizing
over such linearly dependent (degenerate) shim sets. A
pragmatic solution to this problem was presented as a sin-
gle-oblique slice-shimming technique using linear projec-
tion optimization over a three-dimensional slab centered
on each slice [9]. However, linear projection methods are
not designed for arbitrary-shaped optimization regions.
Therefore, to maintain generality in optimization geome-
try, such methods were not utilized in the DSU
implementation.

A slab optimization could in principle be applied by field
mapping over arbitrarily shaped slice-specific ROIs. A
three-dimensional slab for single-slice optimization would
then need to include slices on either side of the target opti-
mization slice. This introduces another compromising fac-
tor in application to slice-specific DSU. One must keep in
mind that the through-slice dimension is required to break
shim degeneracy and that the degeneracies are continuous
numerical instabilities in the optimization procedure.
Therefore, a slab consisting of 3 slices (1 for the target slice
+2 for the adjacent slices) will (a) not possess enough
through-slice information to accurately homogenize in this
dimension, and (b) will not sufficiently break the degenera-
cy. Furthermore, the use of more slices on either side of the
target slice would compromise the local optimization
advantages of DSU.

Alternatively, Kim et al. [10] frame the shim optimiza-
tion problem as a linear system of shim-functionals over
arbitrary-shaped optimization ROIs. Within this frame-
work, two-dimensional shim degeneracies manifest them-
selves as ill-conditioned matrices in the linear inversion.
To address the numerical instability of an ill-conditioned
inversion problem, the authors implemented a sophisticat-
ed regularization method in conjunction with SVD inver-
sion of the shim matrix.

As an alternative to both methods, we have used two-di-
mensional degeneracy analysis to determine non-degener-
ate shim sets for specified imaging planes. The neglected
shims are the generators of the ill-conditioned matrices in
the aforementioned regularized linear optimization
method. Thus, either method of coping with the degenera-
cies could be used with similar results. Given the two choic-
es, we have implemented the analytic degeneracy removal
because of its visually intuitive approach to the problem.

2.1. In-plane shims

2.1.1. Non-oblique slices

In-plane shim degeneracies for infinitesimally thin, non-
oblique slices are readily determined by visual inspection.
For example, when slicing in the Z direction, the only
non-degenerate in-plane shims are X, Y, Z2, XY,



Table 1
Spherical harmonic shim functions and SO projection relations for h = 45�
and (r, s, p) = (z, y, x) gradient orientations

Shim Function h = 45� Single Oblique Projection

X x x

Y y z

Z z z

Z2 z2 � (x2 + y2)/2 (z2 � x2)/2
ZX zx zx

ZY zy z2

X2 � Y2 x2 � y2 x2 � z2

XY 2xy 2xz

Z3 z3 � 3z(x2 + y2)/2 (z3 � 3zx2)/2
Z2X z2x � x(x2 + y2)/4 �(x3 + 3xz2)/4
Z2Y z2y � y(x2 + y2)/4 (3z3 � zx2)/4
Z(X2 � Y2) z(x2 � y2) zx2 � z3

ZXY 2zxy 2z2x

X3 x3 � 3xy2 x3 � 3xz2

Y3 3x2y � y3 3x2z � z3

r’

r

s

s’

θ

Imaging Plane

Fig. 1. Illustration of oblique-angulation coordinate formalism. A two-
dimensional single-oblique (/ = 0, p = p 0) representation is depicted
whereby the imaging plane is rotated in the r-s plane by an angle h.
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X2 � Y2, Z2X, Z2Y, X3, and Y3 (see Table 1 for Cartesian
shim functions). The remaining shims within the full set are
all linear combinations of these shims (e.g., XZ becomes a
X shim and Z3 becomes a Z2 shim with B0 offset).

2.1.2. Oblique slices

Any arbitrary oblique slicing strategy can mathematical-
ly be represented by rotations through two Euler angles. To
maintain generality, we start with a reference frame (r, s, p),
where r, s, and p signify the read, slice, and phase image-
space coordinates. Here (r, s, p) can represent any of the
six (x, y, z) gradient orientation combinations. Using the
convention of Goldstein [11], rotating (r, s, p) by Euler
angles h and / provides the rotated coordinate frame (r 0,
s 0, p 0),

r0 ¼r cos hþ s sin h; ð1Þ
s0 ¼s cos h cos /� r cos / sin hþ p sin /; ð2Þ
p0 ¼p cos /� s cos h sin /þ r sin h sin /. ð3Þ

Fig. 1 illustrates the geometric formalism used for a sin-
gle-oblique (/ = 0) slicing protocol. Here, h is a rotation
angle defined in the plane of the r and s coordinate axes.
A double-oblique protocol will rotate the imaging plane
about an axis orthogonal to the single-oblique plane by
an angle /. The direction of the double-oblique rotation
is uniquely determined by the chosen convention of Euler
rotation.

The equation of an arbitrarily oriented two-dimensional
plane (i.e., infinitesimally thin slice) in the rotated coordi-
nate system is given by

s0 ¼ c; ð4Þ
where c is a constant. For convenience, we set c = 0 (corre-
sponding to a slice through the magnet isocenter) since
shim determination using this degeneracy analysis is inde-
pendent of constant offsets. However, this simplification
ignores the generation of lower-order shims in off-center
slices, which will be discussed at the end of this section.
Inserting Eq. (4) into Eq. (2) gives the equation of an
arbitrary oblique plane in the unrotated coordinates,

s cos h cos /� r cos / sin hþ p sin / ¼ 0. ð5Þ
This relation can be used to remove a coordinate from

the shim functions. The resulting expressions are then
two-dimensional projections of the shims in the desired
oblique plane centered on the origin. Analysis of these
expressions allows for determination of proper non-degen-
erate sets of shims for use with any desired slicing
geometry.

As an example, we consider a single-oblique (SO) rota-
tion of 45� fi (/ = 0�, h = 45�). In our current analysis this
corresponds to slices obliqued in the read-slice plane.

From Eq. (5), the oblique plane is defined by coordinate
parameterizations

rsoðs0 ¼ 0Þ ¼ s;

psoðs0 ¼ 0Þ ¼ p;

ssoðs0 ¼ 0Þ ¼ r.

ð6Þ

The magnet’s Cartesian coordinates are then defined
based on the initial (h = 0�) gradient choices. For our in vi-
vo investigations, we used (r, s, p) = (z, y, x). Eq. (6) is then
used to eliminate the slice, or y coordinate, from the shim
functions. Table 1 provides the resulting degenerate func-
tions for this scenario.

A subset of linearly independent shims can be deter-
mined from this functional set. There is more than one
choice and decisions can be made based on shim strengths
and other system-specific restrictions. From this set, we
chose {X, Z, Z2, ZX, ZY, Z3, Z2X, Z2Y, ZXY} for our
in vivo application.

To determine the shim selections for the entire range of
h, this analysis can be followed for a set of base angles {0,
45, 90, 135}�. Shim settings can be used for 45� windows
centered on each base angle. Though the same analysis will
hold, double-oblique settings will require an extended



Table 2
Example non-degenerate shim sets based on a single oblique angle for (r, s,
p) = (z, y, x) gradient orientation

Base angle (degrees) Shim set

0 X, Z, Z2, ZX, X2 � Y2, Z3, Z2X, Z(X2 � Y2), X3

45 X, Z, Z2, ZX, ZY, Z3, Z2X, Z2Y, ZXY

90 X, Y, Z2, XY, X2 � Y2, Z2X, Z2Y, X3, Y3

135 X, Z, Z2, ZX, ZY, Z3, Z2X, Z2Y, ZXY

Angular ranges are 45� centered on given base angles.
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matrix providing settings for 45� windows on each angle.
For the gradient choices in this study, Table 2 provides sets
of non-degenerate shims for all single-oblique angle
settings.

As previously mentioned, lower-order shim terms are
induced when shim functions are projected into oblique
planes not centered on the gradient isocenter. These
interactions can be uncovered by keeping the constant
of Eq. (4). Within our example, the relatively simple pro-
jected function (z2 � x2)/2 for a Z2 shim projected on a
single-oblique slice through the isocenter, becomes signi-
ficantly more complicated when projected on an off
center slice;

1

2
ðz2 � x2Þ þ

ffiffiffi
2
p

cz� c2. ð7Þ

The off-center Z2 projection now contains added linear
and constant terms.

These interactions are internally compensated through
least squares optimization. However, they can use signifi-
cant strength from lower-order shims to compensate the
interactions. This could become a problem as DSU is
extended to higher-order shims, which will have a cascad-
ing interaction effect.

2.2. Through-slice shims

For imaging applications, typical slice widths are small
enough that any through-slice inhomogeneity can accurate-
ly be truncated to the linear term. Consider the example of
an axial (z sliced) imaging experiment with thin slices. The
in-plane shim set will not include the XZ shim because it is
degenerate in the two-dimensional X-Y plane with the X

shim. In the through-slice (̂z) direction, the XZ shim will
approximate to Z and X shims. The X shim components
will integrate in the through-slice direction to determine
the net in-plane x̂ component, which is then compensated
by the in-plane X shim. Therefore, the through-slice inho-
mogeneity can accurately be compensated alone by the Z

shim. This linear truncation of through-slice shims is the
basis behind the success of z-shimming methods such as
GESEPI [12].

As this example demonstrates, the through-slice shim in
a non-oblique slicing protocol is just a linear shim in the
slice direction. However, linear through-slice shims for an
oblique slicing strategy must be updated in a superposition
which leaves the in-plane shim field intact. We therefore
must acquire a through-slice projection in the oblique-
sliced direction and determine a linear trend for each slice i,

DBi
0 ¼ girs þ ci; ð8Þ

where rs is the through-slice coordinate. Given a normal
vector to the imaging plane

n̂ ¼
X3

j¼1

ajx̂j; ð9Þ

where the x̂j represent Cartesian unit vectors. We can then
add through-slice compensation for each linear shim within
slice i according to

xj
i ¼ gia

j; ð10Þ
without altering the in-plane shim setting. In this expres-
sion, xj represents the adjustment in current setting for
shim j (e.g., x1 represents the change in the X shim.)

For our in vivo application, the normal to the oblique
plane was given by

n̂ ¼ cos hŷ� sin hẑ.

After determining the coefficients gi with slice projec-
tions, the Y and Z shim settings were then updated accord-
ing to

x2
i ¼gi cos h ðY shimÞ;

x3
i ¼� gi sin h ðZ shimÞ.
3. Materials and methods

3.1. Basic NMR acquisition parameters

DSU was implemented in the W.M. Keck High Field
Magnetic Resonance Laboratory on a 4.0 T Magnex
(Oxford, UK) magnet (bore diameter = 94 cm) interfaced
to a Bruker (Ettlingen, Germany) Avance spectrometer.
Actively shielded linear gradients and a Z0 coil were housed
in a Bruker head-gradient insert which can switch 30 mT/m
in 150 ls (gradient diameter = 38 cm). A Magnex whole-
body gradient system housed the second and third-order
shim assemblies (shim diameter = 72 cm). RF reception
and transmission were carried out by a Bruker TEM coil
(inner diameter = 26 cm).

3.2. Dynamic shimming interface

DSU relies upon the ability to rapidly change electronic
settings in shim amplifiers. To minimize electronic updat-
ing time, optimal shim settings were stored in local hard-
ware memory. From there they were converted to analog
voltages and sent to pre-emphasis and Z0 compensation
circuits and finally on to the input of the shim amplifiers
(Model MXH-14 ± 10 A with ±95 V voltage rails, Reso-
nance Research, Billerica, MA). To establish and control
this data flow, a custom-built Dynamic shimming interface
(DSI) was placed in communication with the shim amplifi-
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ers, Bruker spectrometer control computer, and a dedicat-
ed processing computer.

Software written in Microsoft Visual Basic (Microsoft,
Seattle, WA) allowed for uploading of optimal shim set-
tings from the processing computer to the DSI hardware
memory via RS232 connection. The DSI could store a
global setting and up to 127 slice-specific settings for all
zeroth through third-order shims. The DSI was also net-
worked via RS232 to the Bruker control computer running
ParaVision 3.0 for routine shimming. NMR Control words
within the pulse program were used to accurately initiate
changes for all first through third-order shims . This hard-
ware configuration could electronically implement shim
changes on a 100 ls time scale. However, to minimize tran-
sient gradient amplitude oscillations, short time-constant
eddy currents (see below), and significantly reduce acoustic
noise, a 500 ls/A ramp was imposed on all shim changes,
resulting in a 5 ms ramp for a 100% shim change.

3.3. Eddy current compensation

Rapid shim changes induce transient eddy currents in a
magnet’s cooled conducting structures. Gradient pre-em-
phasis [13] was implemented on the shim changes to reduce
these effects. An analog pre-emphasis system with digital
control over amplitudes and time constants was developed
and interfaced to a processing computer for user input and
control.

B0 and identical multipole eddy-fields for changes in all
zeroth through second-order shims were measured on a
long water-filled tube placed in a direction uniquely defin-
ing a component of the shim under investigation. The tube
was narrow (2 cm) relative to length (20 cm) to minimize
the effects of cross-term eddy-currents. Measurements were
timed beginning immediately after the ramp-down of the
shim changes. The B0, linear, and second-order eddy-effects
were estimated from the spatially dependent phase differ-
ence between 26 readout profiles along the tube in the
Table 3
B0 compensation and shim pre-emphasis exponential characteristics for
second-order shims

Shim
(strength Hz/cm2/%)

B0 TC
(ms)

B0 Amp
(Hz/%)

Pre-emph
TC (ms)

Pre-emph Amp
(Hz/cm2/%)

Z2 (0.18) 118.4 17.9 175.0 0.02
21.4 11.6 78.8 0.09
6.95 �20.1 2.0 0.03

X2 � Y2 (0.13) NS NS 107.0 0.03
NS NS 3.9 0.02

XY (0.25) 60.0 0.1 91.2 0.05
NS NS 2.3 0.04

ZX (0.48) 50.0 0.3 745.0 0.03
NS NS 83.6 0.10
NS NS 1.6 0.09

ZY (0.47) 95.6 �0.1 373.0 0.02
5.4 �1.0 85.0 0.09
NS NS 1.7 0.07

Amplitudes are given for 1% changes in the shim.
NS, not significant; TC, time constant; Amp, amplitude.
absence and presence of 25% shim changes. The shielded
Z0 and first-order shims did not produce appreciable
eddy-fields. The unshielded second-order shims all yielded
significant eddy-effects requiring B0 compensation and
pre-emphasis of the same order. Linear eddy currents were
negligible for all second-order shims. Table 3 provides a
summary of the eddy-current characterization exponen-
tials. Some second-order pre-emphasis pulses were found
to induce additional B0 eddy currents. It was therefore
imperative to set pre-emphasis exponentials first, thus
allowing the B0 compensation to remove eddy-fields from
both the pre-emphasis and pure shim changes.

Fig. 2 displays eddy-field reduction using B0 compensa-
tion and pre-emphasis on Z2 shim changes.

3.4. Shim determination protocol

Magnetic-field maps were calculated from a series of
asymmetric gradient-echo phase-maps with increased
asymmetrizing delays. Complex phases were calculated rel-
ative to the first delay and by using a short initial delay of
0.5 ms, it could be assumed that the phase difference
between the first and second delay was unwrapped. The
remaining phases were then temporally unwrapped by
extrapolating upon the linear trend established by the first
two temporal points. Finally, DB0 was determined through
a linear least-squares fit of the unwrapped phase vs. delay
trend. Increased accuracy and sensitivity of B0 maps can
be attained by increasing the number of delay point acqui-
sitions and extending the evolution delays.

In-plane least squares optimization over the spherical
harmonic shim functions was performed using software
developed in C calling MINPACK’s [14] Levenberg-Mar-
quardt routine. Optimization ROIs were selected using a
Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) GUI to specify a subset
of elliptical ROIs throughout the slice distribution. The full
ROI set for the slice distribution was then interpolated
using these scout ellipses. This method allowed for efficient
real-time in vivo ROI determination for experiments with
large numbers of slices. For fewer slices, manual polygon
selection of each slice-specific ROI is possible. Through-
slice linear projections were acquired using a 1D analogue
of the in-plane mapping sequence. The readout was direct-
ed in the through-slice direction and slice-selective projec-
tions were acquired while updating the in-plane optimal
shim settings. Matlab code extracted the residual
through-slice B0 maps from this data and determined the
linear best-fit for each slice. The total in-plane and
through-slice shim determination time, including acquisi-
tion, processing, and optimization, for a 64 · 64 · 32
acquisition matrix was approximately 5 min.

3.5. Acquisition parameters

In vivo B0 maps were acquired with (a) no updating, (b)
updating first-order shims, and (c) updating first and
second-order in-plane shims. The static global shim was



Fig. 2. (A) B0 and (B) Z2 pre-emphasis eddy current compensation for 25% Z2 shim change.
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determined using a Bruker-supplied second-order FAST-
MAP [15] protocol with a cubic ROI of side length
6.5 cm centered on the posterior part of the corpus callo-
sum. Elliptical DSU ROIs were chosen to maximize brain
inclusion in each slice.

Improvement using DSU was diagnosed for both single-
oblique and non-oblique slicing geometries.

Field maps were acquired for non-oblique axial slicing
while dynamically updating zeroth through second-order
shims as outlined in Table 2 for the h = 90� case. For the
single-oblique scenario, axial-coronal (YZ)-sliced maps
were acquired with an angle of h = 65� with respect to
the Z axis. Zeroth through second-order shims as listed
in the h = 45� category of Table 2 were updated.

For each map, 32 adjacent 4 mm slices were distributed
through the brain with 96 · 96 in-plane pixels over
25.6 · 25.6 cm in-plane resolution. Four echo delays of 0,
0.5, 1.5, and 4.0 ms were used with total pulse repetition
time TR = 800 ms, (or inter-slice TR = 25 ms), and zero-
delay echo-time TE = 4 ms. Multiple datasets were
acquired to establish intra-subject variation. For each slic-
ing strategy, data were acquired from N = 3 independent
subjects.

Using these field maps, slice-specific frequency-offset his-
tograms on the DSU optimization ROI were calculated
using 1 Hz bin widths. These distributions did not adhere
to any simple statistical models. Therefore, widths were
determined using the central range containing 80% of the
total pixels. This is a generalization of an interquartile
range calculation, which uses a 50% criterion [16].
An important issue in the development of DSU is the
inclusion of third-order shims. Experimentally it was found
that all seven third-order shims induced significant eddy-
currents with third-order (e.g., Z3 fi Z3), zeroth-order
(e.g., Z3 fi B0), and in many cases first-order (e.g.,
Z3 fi Z) multipole components. Eddy-current compensa-
tion of third-order shims would have required more than
fifty additional time constants, making the pre-emphasis
circuitry unwieldy and impractical. Furthermore, the pre-
emphasis amplitudes would seriously limit the (already
weak) third-order shim amplitudes. To investigate the ben-
efit of including third-order shims, a simulated third-order
DSU data set was constructed using the static globally-
shimmed B0 map. Slice-specific third-order shims (in addi-
tion to the zeroth through second-order shims) were then
computationally removed as prescribed in the previous
degeneracy analysis.

To ascertain DSU effectiveness over different oblique-
slicing geometries, single oblique (/ = 0) slicing geometries
for values of h ranging from 0 to 175� in 5� increments were
simulated from the axial (h = 90�) field maps previously
described. Optimal settings for angle-specific non-degener-
ate shim sets were calculated using simulated maps over
manually traced ROIs encompassing the entire brain. The
resultant inhomogeneity was then determined by subtract-
ing the optimum shim fields from the simulated maps on a
slice-specific basis. Using these resultant field maps, global
homogeneity was determined from the 80% of histograms
using all pixels within the whole-brain ROI. This process
was repeated including (a) up to 1st order, (b) up to 2nd
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order, and (c) up to 3rd order shims in the simulated DSU
optimization.

Single-shot gradient-echo EPI images were acquired
over ten 4 mm thick slices with 64 · 64 in-plane pixels over
25.6 · 25.6 cm, TE = 25 ms, TR = 2500 ms, and effective
phase encoding bandwidth 1 kHz (16 Hz/pixel). Images
were collected under both static global and DSU shim set-
tings. Each shim setting was determined using the previous-
ly described methods. For geometric reference, a spin-echo
image of the same geometric character was acquired using
TE = 10 ms and TR = 2000 ms.

4. Results

4.1. B0 map imaging

Fig. 3 illustrates significant DSU-utilized homogeneity
improvement in axial slices local to the frontal sinuses. Fol-
lowing static global shimming with up to second-order
shims, the global map illustrates the severe residual inho-
mogeneity encountered in the frontal cortex of the brain.
Field inhomogeneity of up to 150 Hz can readily be
encountered a few centimeters into the brain. The field
map acquired using DSU demonstrates significantly
reduced frontal lobe inhomogeneity.
-150 1500

Fig. 3. Non-oblique-sliced DSU homogeneity improvement for selected
slices in a 32-slice acquisition. For each slice, B0 maps are shown using a
static global FASTMAP optimized shim and second-order DSU. Fre-
quency offset histograms collected over the entire brain are shown for each
shim setting in each slice. 80% widths of each distribution are labeled.
Fig. 4 displays homogeneity improvement across slices
and orders of shims included in the optimization for (A)
non-oblique axial-sliced DSU and (B) single-oblique axi-
al-coronal-sliced DSU. The global inhomogeneity distribu-
tion varied widely across subjects. However, as more shims
are included in the optimization, distribution shapes con-
verge. All subjects followed the trends illustrated in
Fig. 3. For both slicing orientations, the homogeneity con-
verged and was optimal within the limitations of lower-
order shims.

Homogeneity improvement with increasing shim inclu-
sions can be quantified by averaging the improvement in
slice-specific magnetic-field offset distribution widths when
compared to the static global shim setting. Averages were
calculated across all subjects for each order of shim includ-
ed. Though the width distributions are not perfectly Gauss-
ian, a standard deviation of the improvements does provide
a rough approximation for the range of homogeneity
improvement. For non-oblique axial slicing, successive
average improvements are given by 12.7 ± 12.5, 7.8 ± 6.9,
and 3.3 ± 3.1 Hz for inclusion of first, then second, and
finally third-order shims in the dynamic optimization.
For single-oblique axial-coronal slicing, improvements for
first, second, and third-order inclusions were given by
14.6 ± 12.3, 11.1 ± 8.1, and 4.3 ± 4.1 Hz. These results
should not be used to quantitatively compare axial and
oblique slicing geometries. Such a comparison requires
optimization and analysis over whole-brain ROIs for a
wide range of slice angulations, which is presented in the
next section. Rather, these results present the DSU-utilized
shim inclusion dependence when optimizing over rapidly
constructed, maximal brain inclusion, slice specific, ellipti-
cal ROIs. The results show a clear advantage in using both
first and second-order shims in DSU. The improvement
between second and third-order DSU on the human brain
is not as obvious. While there are a few isolated slices that
do benefit from the simulated third-order DSU, the major-
ity of slices in both slicing geometries improve by only a
few hertz. This is because the majority of inhomogeneity
within the slices are either first, second, or far higher in
spherical harmonic order. This leaves third-order shims
limited in value for whole-slice optimized dynamic shim-
ming on the human brain.

4.2. Single oblique slicing survey

As reported by Tyszka and Mamelak [17], B0 inhomo-
geneity varies significantly with head pitch relative to the
static field. It is thus imperative to analyze DSU-utilized
global homogeneity within narrow head pitch ranges.
Hence, an anatomic reference was used to register head
pitch across subjects. Fig. 5 presents the simulated survey
of global homogeneity for one single-oblique strategy
(axial-coronal). The oblique angle is measured relative
to the coronal plane and data are presented for two
subjects with head pitch within 2� of one other. As
expected, increasing shim inclusions reduce the variation
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Fig. 4. DSU improvement across included shim orders quantified using histograms of residual-field homogeneity within optimization ROIs. Global, first,
and second-order data are experimental results, while third-order results are simulated from the global experimental data. Results are presented for (A)
non-oblique axial slicing and (B) single-oblique axial-coronal (YZ, h = 65�) slicing. Histogram widths, as visualized in Fig. 2, are calculated using an 80%
criterion.

Fig. 5. DSU-utilized global homogeneity survey across shim inclusions and single-oblique angle for two subjects of similar head pitch. Homogeneity is
quantified by the width of frequency offset histograms sampled over the entire brain.
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of subject-specific homogeneity-slicing-angle trends.
Notice that a slight maximum in global inhomogeneity
using second-order shims occurs at approximately
h = 65�, which agrees with the truncated ROI, slice-specif-
ic analysis of Fig. 4, where the oblique diagnostic at
h = 65� demonstrated slightly more residual inhomogene-
ity than that of the axial-sliced (h = 90�) diagnostic. Sig-
nificant global homogeneity for all slicing angles is
gained in moving from static to first-order DSU and sim-
ilarly with the inclusion of second-order shims. However,
it is clear that improvement with the inclusion of third-or-
der shims is significantly reduced across all slicing angles,
with a maximum improvement of 8 Hz at the 60� slicing
angle. Whole-brain global homogeneity improvement of
8 Hz will not likely have significant implications for any
imaging applications. Similarly, while global homogeneity
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has a clear oblique angular dependence for first-order
DSU, the angular dependence for up to second-order
DSU, shows significantly reduced variation. This depen-
dence is similarly reduced for up to third-order DSU.

4.3. Echo-planar imaging

Echo planar imaging is more susceptible to inhomogene-
ity-induced geometric distortion and signal loss than stan-
dard gradient-echo imaging due to longer T �2 influenced
phase evolution between phase-encoding blips. Homogene-
ity improvement can thus be diagnosed through signal
recovery and reduced geometric distortion (improved in-
plane homogeneity).

Fig. 6 demonstrates improvement in geometric distor-
tion comparing EPI images with a static global shim and
second-order DSU. Improvement in the EPI images
depends on slice position. The upper slice (left) shows
limited improvement due to its initial lack of significant
inhomogeneity. The middle slice shows signal recovery
in the frontal cortex and reduced image distortion in
the posterior part of the brain (white arrow). The lower
slice is in the proximity of the auditory and sinus cavi-
ties, and has some of the most severe inhomogeneity in
the brain. Even with DSU, zeroth through third-order
shims cannot perfectly compensate this in-plane inhomo-
geneity. Significant signal voids are also noticeable due
to residual through-slice inhomogeneity. This observation
is validated quantitatively in Fig. 3 where histogram bin
widths over the field homogeneity improve very little in
these slices. However, DSU is able to reduce the inhomo-
geneity to such an extent that the resulting EPI is recog-
nizable, has minimal geometric distortion, minimal signal
loss, and is in reasonable agreement with the spin-echo
MRI (dotted lines).
Fig. 6. EPI images (A) without and (B) with second-order DSU for axial slice
cavity, and through the hippocampal region. The white dotted lines indicate the
arrows designate areas of significant image quality improvement.
5. Discussion

The feasibility and utility of dynamic shim updating for
human imaging studies has been presented. We have dem-
onstrated significant global homogeneity improvement
through dynamic local updating of shim settings. A
method of shimming oblique slices through generalized
two-dimensional degeneracy theory has been outlined and
experimentally verified. MRI-based field maps have pro-
vided quantitative homogeneity assessment and in vivo
EPI experiments have demonstrated the dramatic impact
of DSU on fast gradient-echo imaging strategies.

fMRI relies upon gradient-echo EPI to map neural acti-
vation through measurement of the blood oxygen level
dependent (BOLD) signal. T �2 induced dephasing during
extended k-space sampling results in unreliable activation
localization and compromised BOLD SNR. With static
shimming, the anterior frontal and temporal regions of
the human brain possess inhomogeneity which renders
local BOLD measurements unreliable. Diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) and tractography also rely on dynamic gra-
dient-echo imaging techniques. The accuracy of diffusion
tract mapping deteriorates in the presence of field inhomo-
geneity [18]. Hence, both of these growing fields can benefit
greatly from DSU implementation.

Inhomogeneity effects can be reduced in EPI through
increasing the number of interleaves, thereby reducing
k-space sampling. However, this also increases the repeti-
tion time (TR) and most dynamic EPI studies have time
resolution requirements which limit TR extension. There-
fore, many protocols are forced to use single-shot (one
interleave) EPI. Furthermore, interleaved EPI can lead to
significant ghosting artifacts.

Several approaches have recently been developed to
reduce image artifacts in single-shot EPI. By collecting
s (from left to right) 2 cm below the top of the skull, 1 cm above the nasal
brain contours as extracted from a high-bandwidth spin-echo MRI. White
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MRI-based field maps, geometric distortion can be correct-
ed through post-acquisition processing [19]. However, this
method is incapable of recovering through-slice signal loss.
At the expense of lower SNR, distortion can also be
reduced through parallel imaging using the sensitivity
encoding (SENSE) protocol [20], whereby k-space sam-
pling time is reduced. Phase refocusing [21] through modu-
lated RF pulses can reduce through-slice signal loss, at the
expense of higher pulse peak power and the complication
of real-time complex RF pulse design. Furthermore, with
increasing B1 inhomogeneity at high magnetic fields this
option induces its own problems. Through modulation of
slice selection gradients, methods such as gradient-echo
slice excitation profile imaging (GESEPI) [12] can also
reduce through-slice signal loss. Used in combination,
SENSE and GESEPI have demonstrated significant reduc-
tion of image artifacts [22] in single-shot EPI. GESEPI,
however, requires multiple acquisitions for each slice. To
retain sufficient time resolution, this requires multiple-echo
sequencing, which is acceptable and feasible for imaging,
but not for spectroscopic imaging (SI), where J coupling
will induce unwanted coherences throughout the echo-
train, and long acquisition times (e.g., 100 ms) will lead
to unacceptable T2 losses.

A number of alternative hardware methodologies have
also been presented in recent years to deal with previously
unshimmable inhomogeneity within the human brain. A
universal ferromagnetic passive shim array [3] optimized
over population-averaged field maps has been shown to
reduce global inhomogeneity. However, such an approach
does not account for inter-subject variations. Our investi-
gations have shown such variations to be very significant.
Shims placed in the patient’s mouth have also been present-
ed in both the passive [4] and active [5] regime. Both have
been shown to reduce inhomogeneity local to the frontal
lobe, and each has the capability to adjust to subject vari-
ations. However, these devices introduce significant patient
discomfort and are limited by their extremely localized
effects. Since they are developed on a trial and error basis,
further development of their homogenizing capability is a
difficult task.

Dynamic shim updating is a general approach to achieve
global homogeneity during multi-slice acquisition. As such,
DSU can be used with a wide variety of sequences, coils
and applications while still providing subject-specific
homogenizing capacity. However, DSU has its own specific
challenges and limitations.

Eddy currents stand out as the most noticeable chal-
lenge in the deployment of DSU technology. Among the
first and second-order shims, Z2 demonstrated the most
extreme eddy currents. It induced eddy-fields with ampli-
tudes of (17.9, 11.6, � 20.1) Hz and time constants of
(118.4, 21.4, 6.95) ms for the B0 channel and amplitudes
of (0.02, 0.09, 0.03) Hz

cm2 with time constants of (175.0,
78.8, 2.0) ms for the pre-emphasis channel. Due to their
orientation with respect to the cryostat, zonal shims will
always induce the most significant eddy-currents. Higher-
order zonal shims will generate even more severe eddy-
fields, with cascading interactions among lower-order zonal
fields.

With our unshielded shim set, pre-emphasis occupies a
significant fraction of the total available shim-strength.
The pre-emphasis channel for the Z2 shim reduces its avail-
able strength by 75%. The remaining shim strength is able
to adequately compensate all but the most severe inhomo-
geneity. However, this problem will become untenable with
higher-order zonal shims. At the expense of lengthened
repetition times, one can extend the ramp-time for shim
changes and remove the need to compensate the shortest
eddy currents. This is an option for spectroscopic applica-
tions but not always for EPI utilization of DSU.

Actively-shielded shims are crucial in mediating the pre-
emphasis issue. Developments have been made in the
design of actively shielded shims [23] and low-order zonal
shielded shims are widely available. As with shielded imag-
ing gradients, shielded shims still require pre-emphasis.
Even with the reduced amplitude of shielded shims, it is
likely that the remaining shim strength after pre-emphasis
will be far greater than that of the unshielded variety. Thus,
the extension of DSU to higher-order shims would rely
heavily upon the availability and use of actively shielded
shims.

The experimental and analytic results presented here
demonstrate that DSU may be applied to arbitrary obli-
que slices with a substantial improvement in whole brain
homogeneity over static shim settings. The inclusion of
second and third-order shims in DSU significantly reduces
the dependence of global homogeneity on oblique slicing
angle. In all cases, greater fractional improvement may
occur in individual slices, or specific regions within indi-
vidual slices, than over the entire brain. Furthermore,
the exact manifestation of image artifacts will depend
on the orientation of the phase-encoding direction relative
to the remaining magnetic-field inhomogeneity. A full
interpretation of these effects will require specific impact
investigations of shim inclusion and slicing-angle on sig-
nal loss and pixel shifts.

When modeling inhomogeneity in a global fashion,
there are significant third-order effects that can be compen-
sated. However, our results show that third-order inhomo-
geneity becomes more limited in scope when modeling in
two dimensions over entire slices. We have observed a sub-
ject-averaged whole-slice homogeneity improvement of
approximately 3–4 Hz when dynamically updating third-
order shims. While a few isolated slices may see more pro-
nounced artifact reduction, improvements across the entire
volume of only a few hertz will not be significant for EPI.
When one is not interested in whole-slice homogeneity, the
inclusion of third-order shims has been shown to signifi-
cantly improve homogenization within localized regions
(e.g., the hippocampus) of the human brain [25]. In addi-
tion, simulations of slice-specific third-order shimming on
the mouse brain at 9.4 T have shown significant improve-
ments in residual inhomogeneity. Although the optimal
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currents required in these simulations were well outside of
currently available shim strengths, these results indicate
that spectroscopic imaging of mice and rat brains could
benefit from dynamic updating of third-order shims [26].

The choice of slice-specific optimization ROIs could be
construed to effect the global homogenization capabilities
of DSU. To address this issue, DSU was implemented
using both elliptical and manually-traced ROIs maximally
encompassing the entire brain. When compared to optimi-
zation over elliptical ROIs, the use of manually-traced
ROIs demonstrated limited global homogeneity improve-
ment. This is due to the fact that areas added in the manual
trace typically have higher-order inhomogeneity, which
does not weigh heavily into the low-order optimization
over the entire slice.

In spite of the aforementioned technical challenges, sec-
ond-order DSU is feasible on the human brain and stands
as the most effective and viable manner to maximize global
homogeneity within the limitations of spherical harmonic
shim technology.

This paper has highlighted DSU’s virtues within the
imaging community. However, application of DSU to
spectroscopic studies is also significant. Rapid DSU will
allow spectroscopic information from vastly different
regions of the brain to be acquired within a single TR.
Future work will demonstrate the application of DSU to
multi-volume spectroscopy and spectroscopic imaging.
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